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Strengths

- The best performing precious metal for the week was again silver, up 16.04 percent despite hedge fund managers cutting their net bullish positions to a six-week low; thus the physical market is driving the price. ETFs added 126,842 troy ounces of gold to their holdings on Thursday, bringing 2020 purchases to 26 million ounces and marking the 30th straight day of inflows. Total gold held by ETFs rose 31 percent so far this year. Gold continued to climb above its $2,000 an ounce level set last week on growing economic and geopolitical uncertainty.
The Perth Mint reported gold coin and minted bar sales of 56,104 ounces in July, up from 44,371 ounces in June. Silver sales remained flat at 1.57 million ounces. Gold imports in India rose 25 percent year-over-year in July to 25.5 tons. This is double the 13.2 tons bought in June, reports Bloomberg. This is sign of improvement after purchases fell 95 percent year-over-year in the second quarter.

Nigeria is introducing measures to stem illegal gold exports and regulate production by informal miners. As much as 18 tons of gold leaves the country annually and is mostly produced by artisanal miners. This move will help diversify Nigeria's economy by reducing dependence on oil and allow it to stockpile the metal. It may open the stage for international mining companies to enter the country and perhaps start what would be the country’s first gold mine done with responsible environmental and social protocols.

Weaknesses

The worst performing precious metal for the week was gold, still up 3.02 percent. Gold prices pulled back on Friday on stronger-than-expected U.S. unemployment data. Payrolls increased by 1.76 million in July, beating estimates for a 1.48 million gain. Some investors think the V-shaped recovery is reinforced by the strong job gains over the last three months, but Deutsche Bank economist Brett Ryan noted that the easy gains from people going back to work in the
service sectors is now done and further improvements in the labor market may be slower.

- Silver consumption in India could fall by 50 percent this year from 6,000 tons in 2019. Metals Focus reports that imports were down by half in the first six months of this year to just 1,735 tons. Consumers are skipping purchases due to higher prices and a weak economy. Bloomberg notes that silver prices have rallied more than 60 percent in India so far this year.
- The Bank of Nova Scotia dropped out of the daily gold and silver auctions that set benchmark prices for the metals and Citigroup has joined in its place. Bloomberg reports that Scotiabank is winding down activity in the sector. The auctions set metal prices and were introduced in 2014 and 2015 to replace “fixing”, where traders at banks negotiated benchmark prices over the phone.

**Opportunities**

- Michael Cuggino, CEO of Permanent Portfolio Family of Funds, says that gold is still relatively cheap and could move higher. Cuggino said in an interview that it would “not be an unreasonable move” for bullion to breach $4,000 an ounce. VanEck CEO Jan van Eck said in a note this week that gold could reach $3,400 an ounce as the level of stimulus and system risk resembles that during the financial crisis.
- Bank of America’s global commodity research team said it is “feasible” for silver to hit $35 per ounce in 2021. Bloomberg notes that the analyst said silver benefits from low interest rates and demand for green technologies.
- Money managers are increasingly moving bond positions into gold as real yields are at record lows and monetary dangers could be ahead. Some investors are rethinking the traditional 60/40 portfolio where 60 percent of a portfolio is in stocks and 40 percent in bonds, which are considered a safer investment. Plurimi Wealth LLP’s CIO Patrick Armstrong said he had cut back on his bond positions and now hold a 7.5 percent weighting in gold. “The reason I want to hold gold is because the future just going to be a continue of what’s happening now: more money printing.”

**Threats**

- According to Kitco’s weekly polls, sentiment in the gold space remains bullish, but bearish calls are gaining popularity. Many are betting that gold is looking at an overdue correction next week after hitting multiple record highs above $2,000 an ounce this week. SIA Wealth Management chief market strategist Colin Cieszynski said, “technically gold has been rising on falling volumes, and is extremely overbought on the RSI indicator.”
- Mark Hulbert of MarketWatch cited research by Duke University professor Campbell Harvey that the gold price is as high as it’s ever been in inflation adjusted terms. Their research suggests that when the inflation adjusted price is high, gold’s subsequent performance tends to be low and vice versa five-years later. They caveat their abstract noting that massive buying...
to be low and the toil of the job, labor. They expect their labor to last longer. The average buying of physical bullion by the ETFs may still push prices higher.

- Despite stronger than expected jobs data this week, the economic turmoil in the U.S. could be worsening. According to the Census Bureau, an estimated 27 percent of adults missed their rent or mortgage payment for July. The federal moratorium on evictions expired on July 31, as did the end of the $600 per week boost to unemployment benefits.
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Frank Holmes is the CEO and chief investment officer of U.S. Global Investors. Mr. Holmes purchased a controlling interest in U.S. Global Investors in 1989 and became the firm’s chief investment officer in 1999. In 2006, Mr. Holmes was selected mining fund manager of the year by the Mining Journal, and in 2011 he was named a U.S. Metals and Mining "TopGun" by Brendan Wood International. In 2016, Mr. Holmes and portfolio manager Ralph Aldis received the award for Best Americas Based Fund Manager from the Mining Journal. He is also the co-author of The Goldwatcher: Demystifying Gold Investing. More than 30,000 subscribers follow his weekly commentary in the award-winning Investor Alert newsletter which is read in over 180 countries.

Under his guidance, the company's mutual funds have received recognition from Lipper and Morningstar, two trusted independent financial authorities. In 2015, Mr. Holmes led the company into the exchange-traded fund (ETF) business with the launch of the U.S. Global Jets ETF, which invests in the global airline sector. In 2017, U.S. Global Investors made a strategic investment in HIVE Blockchain Technologies, listed in Toronto, and Mr. Holmes was appointed non-executive Chairman of the Board.

Mr. Holmes was awarded the Huron Medal of Distinction from Huron University College in 2013, his alma mater for the class of 1978. This award recognizes individuals whose life achievements set an example of excellence and reflect Huron's arts and social sciences missions.

Mr. Holmes is a native of Toronto and is a graduate of the University of Western Ontario with a bachelor's degree in economics. He is a former president and chairman of the Toronto Society of the Investment Dealers Association.

Mr. Holmes is a much-sought-after keynote speaker at national and international investment conferences. He has spoken at the Investing in African Mining Indaba conference, the Denver Gold Group's European Gold Forum and numerous Money Show events, sat on panels with prominent industry leaders including the editor of Barron's and continues to be invited as a keynote speaker at conferences throughout the U.S., Canada and overseas.

Mr. Holmes is a regular commentator on the financial television networks CNBC, Bloomberg, BNN and Fox Business, and has been profiled by Fortune as well as The Financial Times. His thoughts on gold
are captured each week on a program called Gold Game Film in collaboration with Kitco News and TheStreet.com. Mr. Holmes was also the feature spread in Barron's during the commodity rally at the start of 2004. He is a regular contributor to Forbes, Business Insider, Seeking Alpha and Wall Street Journal's Experts Corner.

Frank Holmes has been appointed non-executive chairman of the Board of Directors of HIVE Blockchain Technologies. Both Mr. Holmes and U.S. Global Investors own shares of HIVE, directly and indirectly. This interview should not be considered a solicitation or offering of any investment product.
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